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Emergency Medical Services (EMS) agencies in the United 
States play an important role in ensuring public health 
and safety by responding to medical emergencies.1 EMS 

agencies can vary both in the level of care provided (basic life 
support [BLS] and advanced life support [ALS])2 and by who 
runs them (commercial, municipal, etc.).3 The field of EMS, like 
other healthcare sectors, is facing an efficacy challenge as a result 
of healthcare reform as part of the evolution of evidence-based 
medicine.4 Because of the variability inherent in EMS, a significant 
amount of research is needed to re-analyze the effectiveness and 
preparedness of individual agencies, and the system as a whole. 4,5

Within the emergency healthcare system, it is common for EMS 

agencies, especially those in rural locales, to assist or request 
assistance from other organizations that are part of neighboring 
jurisdictions.6,7 The city of Tucson has one such system in place, a 
mutual-aid agreement created between Tucson Fire Department 
(TFD) and two nearby fire agencies, that helps prioritize 
emergency response regardless of jurisdiction.8 In total, this 
agreement includes more than 40 fire stations, spans 640 square 
miles, and is expected to reduce response times by 15 percent.8 
Such agreements and understanding between EMS agencies are 
important for the delivery of effective EMS care.9,10

Collegiate-based emergency medical services (CBEMS) are EMS 
agencies that are created to help contribute to healthy and safe 
communities on college or university campuses.11 The capabilities 
of CBEMS agencies vary across universities; some organizations 
strictly function during school events, while others operate 24/7, 
365 days a year.12 While some organizations have the ability to 
transport their patients, other agencies serve solely in a rescue 
unit capacity, necessitating they work in tandem with another 
EMS agency to provide transport.12 The University of Arizona 
Emergency Medical Services (UAEMS) is a CBEMS agency that 
was established at the University of Arizona in 2012.13 UAEMS 
responds to emergency medical calls on a 24/7, 365-day basis 
within the bounds of the University of Arizona’s main Tucson 
campus, while additionally providing standby services for special 
events hosted within the university’s jurisdiction.13

Currently, UAEMS provides emergency medical services in a 
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ABSTRACT

Background: The University of Arizona Emergency Medical Services (UAEMS) is a collegiate 
EMS agency that responds to 911 medical calls on the University of Arizona campus in a basic life 
support (BLS) non-transport capacity. Objective: This study assesses UAEMS’ patient evaluations 
when referenced to Tucson Fire, the municipal agency they respond in tandem with. Methods: 
In this study, agreement between Tucson Fire and UAEMS regarding final patient dispositions is 
examined across multiple categories with Cohen’s kappa test and a sensitivity/specificity analysis 
to evaluate how similar UAEMS is in their patient evaluations. Results: When compared to Tucson 
Fire, UAEMS’ evaluation for transport necessity shows high sensitivity and moderate specificity. 
Conclusion: UAEMS demonstrates a more conservative evaluation of patient transport necessity 
and provides a case-study showing the value of Collegiate-Based Emergency Medical Services.
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BLS non-transport capacity.14  In the event of a 9-1-1 emergency 
medical call on the university campus, UAEMS responds jointly 
with a TFD unit;15 both work in unison to provide emergency 
medical care.  This cooperation is made possible due to the 
integration of UAEMS into Tucson Fire’s Computer-Aided 
Dispatch system, allowing UAEMS to be dispatched as if they were 
a response unit with Tucson Fire. For ALS-level acuity calls, an 
ALS-level transport unit is dispatched to respond and for BLS-
level acuity calls, a non-transport unit (usually a fire engine staffed 
with a paramedic fire captain) is dispatched to respond. 

Responding ALS transport units are usually quicker to arrive 
to campus than BLS transport units as there are about four 
ALS medic units within a few mile radius of campus while BLS 
transport units are about six miles away. Regardless of whether 
the call was deemed BLS or ALS, patients transported by an ALS 
transport unit were considered as an ALS disposition for Tuscan 
Fire.

This study’s primary purpose is to examine UAEMS’ capability to 
determine patient acuity and transport necessity in comparison 
to Tucson Fire units by comparing the overall patient disposition 
determined by both agencies. Due to the nature of collegiate EMS 
and the high turnover for providers due to graduation, this study 
will also assess the evaluation capabilities of individual supervisors 
to determine if significant variation exists. Additionally, as little 
literature exists regarding comparisons of collegiate and municipal 
EMS agencies, a tertiary objective is to provide a case study about 
collegiate EMS effectiveness and evaluation capabilities with 
municipal EMS as a reference.

Materials and Methods

A total of 599 call records were generated for the calendar year of 
2020 by the University of Arizona Emergency Medical Services. 
Data from these call records was extracted using the Report 
Writer functionality of ImageTrend, an interface that allows for 
the generation of reports containing the minimal information 
requested. The data collected did not include identifiable markers, 
and thus access to Personal Health Information (PHI) was avoided 
using this method. A waiver of consent for the data used in this 
study was obtained from the University of Arizona Institutional 
Review Board (see Appendix A).

Of these 599 call records, 368 were complete Patient Care Reports 
(PCRs), 160 were designated as missed calls (a result of situations 
where UAEMS does not make patient contact due to cancellation 
or other reason), 35 were designated public assists (low-acuity 
calls that do not require full PCRs to be generated), 23 were 
designated late arrivals (PCRs which are potentially incomplete 
due to arrival after Tucson Fire’s evaluation has begun) and 13 are 
uncharacterized (Figure 1). 

Every PCR includes a section for the final patient disposition 
(ALS transport/BLS transport/patient refusal) as independently 
determined by both UAEMS and TFD; this information will be 

used to compare both agencies’ assessment of the same patients. 
While only complete PCRs containing Tucson Fire and UAEMS’s 
patient dispositions were used to analyze the effectiveness of 
UAEMS’ medical evaluations, an additional 37 PCRs were excluded 
due to inaccurate data for patient disposition. Upon retrospective 
review, one supervisor was found to have conflated final patient 
disposition and UAEMS operating capacity, resulting in “BLS” 
being selected for every patient disposition. This was confirmed 
upon review with said supervisor, and verbal confirmation was 
made with every other supervisor who responded to a 911 call in 
2020 to ensure this mistake was isolated to one supervisor only. 
With the exclusion of these 37 reports, a total of 331 PCRs were 
used for this statistical analysis.

Each PCR used for this study was sorted into seven distinct call 
types: Assault, Behavioral, Ethanol/Overdose, Falls, Medical, 
Motor Vehicle Accident (MVA) and Other Trauma; a call type 
of Not Applicable (N/A) was also included for any call that does 
not fall under the preceding types. Each PCR was also sorted by 
the level of resources dispatched (ALS or BLS) and by “primary 
impression”, or what was determined to be the main cause of the 
emergency. 

To determine statistical correlation between Tucson Fire and 
UAEMS patient disposition decisions, Cohen’s kappa test was 
performed, using Tucson Fire’s disposition as the baseline for 
comparison. The kappa result of each test will be between -1 
and 1, with 1 implying perfect agreement and any negative 
number showing imperfect agreement, more than what would be 
expected by chance16. The sensitivity and specificity of UAEMS’ 
judgment was also evaluated to determine where the bulk of any 
disagreements lie. For this analysis, a “false positive” is when 
UAEMS has a transport disposition compared to TFD’s non-
transport disposition; when comparing ALS vs. BLS transport 
decisions, a “false positive” is when UAEMS has an ALS disposition 
compared to TFD’s BLS disposition. 

Results

Figures 1 and 2 present the kappa value, sensitivity, and specificity 
of UAEMS’ decision of transport vs. non-transport in each call 
category; the values for UAEMS’ ALS and BLS decisions are 
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Figure 1: A visual representation of the total call 
categorization
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also shown for comparison. Note that the “Assault” call type 
is not shown on the κ value graph, as the small sample size 
prohibited the usage of Cohen’s kappa test. UAEMS’ decision-
making between ALS and BLS by specific call type is likewise 
not shown above, also due to small sample size concerns. While 
the transport decision sample includes all 331 calls from above, 
only calls in which UAEMS and TFD both agreed on transport 
were utilized for the level of care comparison. As a result, the ALS 
vs. BLS analysis has a sample size of 157 calls. Figures 3 and 4 
illustrate an evaluation of transport decision-making for each of 
the 11 UAEMS shift supervisors who responded to more than 10 
included calls over the 2020 calendar year.  Figures 5 and 6 show 
the kappa value, sensitivity, and specificity of UAEMS’ decisions 
regarding transport and level of care for calls separated by initial 
dispatch acuity. The sample used for these two figures contains 
only 312 calls, as only calls with recorded and valid dispatch codes 
were included. Additionally, only 140 of the 312 calls contained a 
transport disposition for both TFD and UAEMS, and these calls 
solely were a part of the sample used to evaluate patient acuity 
decisions.

Finally, an evaluation of UAEMS’ transport decisions was made 
for each primary impression used for a total of 10 calls or more, 
shown in Figures 7 and 8. While all 331 calls were included in 
this analysis, only 6 primary impressions were indicated in 10 or 
more calls, due in part to a total of 64 different impressions being 
selected across all calls included.

Discussion

Recent research suggests that, for medical research particularly, 
kappa values of κ ≥ 0.8 and κ ≥ 0.9 should be considered strong 
and “almost perfect” agreement respectively.17 As such, agreement 
regarding transport decision-making was shown to be “almost 
perfect” when considering calls of a Medical, MVC/MVA and 
unknown (N/A) nature (although the “N/A” call type suffers 
from a relatively small sample size); further, agreement between 
UAEMS and TFD regarding whether to transport a patient was 
considered strong for every call type evaluated.

Most of the variation in UAEMS and TFD transport decisions 
resulted from having a dissenting evaluation of “transport” for 
a patient. This is supported by the near-perfect sensitivity rates 
for each type of call, even when looking across all dispatch levels, 
primary impressions, and call types evaluated. Looking specifically 
at calls separated by primary impression, while kappa values 
fluctuate between 0.6 and 1 (representing “moderate” and “near 
perfect” agreement respectively), sensitivity is a perfect 100% for 
all but one patient disposition.

This trend is mirrored in the evaluation of individual supervisors; 
while the values for the comparison of primary impressions 
decrease compared to TFD impressions when grouped by 
individual supervisor, the sensitivity of “transport” decisions is a 
perfect 100% for 13 of the 15 supervisors included in this analysis. 
The two supervisors with sub-100% percentages (sensitivities 

of 87.5% and 90%) had one call each where they gave a “non-
transport” disposition for a patient TFD determined should be 
transported.

One potential confounding factor central to this analysis that 
should be addressed is the independence of UAEMS’ evaluations. 
While TFD’s transport and patient acuity determinations are 
largely independent, UAEMS is cognizant of TFD’s decisions 
when inputting their final patient assessments in the post-call 
PCR, even if TFD’s evaluation has no physical bearing on UAEMS’ 
evaluation. With respect to individual supervisor evaluations, 6 of 
the 15 supervisors examined gave identical “transport” decisions 
as TFD; however, 3 of these 6 supervisors disagreed with TFD in 
regard to “patient acuity” evaluations, leaving only 3 supervisors 
with no disagreements. While UAEMS consistently demonstrates 
high sensitivity for “transport” evaluations across all categories, 
the disagreement in “patient acuity” evaluations demonstrates 
that UAEMS shows independent evaluation skills when assessing 
a patient’s condition.

The low specificity of UAEMS’ patient acuity evaluation (75%) is 
likely a result of several factors. One specific factor is the difference 
in BLS transport standing orders between UAEMS and TFD 
before Fall 2020 (See Limitations). Additionally, UAEMS is staffed 
exclusively by EMTs, while TFD’s “BLS’’ non-transport response 
units are occasionally staffed by paramedics7; this means that while 
TFD will send paramedics to evaluate situations dispatched at an 
ALS priority, they sometimes also send paramedics to evaluate 
BLS priority situations. As such, it is possible that a predilection 
exists for acuity decisions to match the level of training of the 
evaluator, causing UAEMS’ evaluations to lean towards BLS, and 
TFD’s to lean towards ALS. No firm conclusions can be made at 
this juncture without further investigation.

While transporting patients not requiring ambulance transport to 
an ED isn’t desirable, it is preferable to situations where a patient 
requiring ambulance transport to an ED is deemed stable enough 
to not necessitate emergency transport. Based on the consistently 
high sensitivity rates, it can be concluded that UAEMS provides 
a statistically similar patient assessment when compared to 
assessments by TFD.

Limitations

Some limitations were encountered during this experiment that 
should be addressed. While UAEMS’ yearly call volume is normally 
around 900 calls, the COVID-19 pandemic kept many students 
at home and reduced the population on campus, which in turn 
reduced the number of calls available for statistical analysis. In 
addition, the data used for this study is second-hand information, 
whose accuracy is reliant on the provider writing the PCR. Finally, 
UAEMS and TFD possessed different standing orders until Fall 
2020 when UAEMS adopted TFD’s standing orders (See Appendix 
A); as such, some disposition differences can be attributed to 
differences in standing orders regarding patient disposition and 
not differing evaluations of the same patient.
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Conclusion

With TFD’s evaluation set as the standard, UAEMS’s evaluations 
of a patient’s transport necessity has been demonstrated to possess 
near-perfect sensitivity. When paired with a lower (but still high) 
specificity, UAEMS demonstrates a more conservative evaluation 
of patient transport necessity. This case study has also shown, 
albeit with one example, that collegiate emergency medical service 
agencies can provide safe patient evaluations. Additionally, shift 
supervisors were generally consistent in sensitivity, indicating the 
effectiveness of the training of supervisors. 
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